


accessories for 15 years. We design, develop, and manufacture various accessories that help you use smart phones, tablet 

PCs, and laptop computers more smartly.

KDLAB, which started in Korea, exports to more than 50 countries around the world, including Europe, Africa, Middle East 

and Oceania, beyond Asia.

We are expanding our business to not only large manufacturers such as Samsung Electronics and LG Electronics, Apple, 

but also various domestic and foreign telecommunications companies.

KDLAB has participated in global consumer electronics exhibitions such as MWC, CES, and IFA, receiving positive reviews in 

Thank you for your interest and love for KDLAB, which strives to make the experience of using smart devices more 

convenient and safe.

'araree', a brand created by KDLAB, is a pure Korean language brand composed of consonants and vowels that are easy to 

read in any language, and contains the will to intensively implement design and technology into products.

A free development environment, constant exploration of the most reasonable materials, and the succession of excellent 

know-how to create practical and elegant products that can be used for a long time are the driving forces that have built 

araree's originality.

Now, under the slogan of  ‘a rare experience’, araree is putting its utmost e�ort into providing innovative technology and 

convenient usability at a reasonable price so that customers can experience a rare experience through araree products. 

araree, a brand that precisely manages all processes from design, engineering, manufacturing, quality, and sales, will 

become a brand that moves swiftly to meet market demand.



reasonable price.
The precise design improves the grip, and the air guard design that wraps around the four 
corners most vulnerable to impact dramatically protects the device.
It also has technology that slows down discoloration, so it stays clear even longer than other 
cheap TPU cases.
Enjoy a safer and smarter mobile life with a high-quality semi-rugged case produced in Korea! 
Flexshield S / Flexshield SP, a refreshing and lightweight case that dramatically protects the 
tablet PC from impact and even has a kickstand function, will be the best choice for your 
convenient tablet life



Nukin, which is especially loved by Galaxy users, is a polycarbonate (PC) material case featuring 
high solidity, impact resistance, and excellent transparency.

Complete the style by utilizing the lanyard hole where you can hang various fashion accessories.



Meet Pellis made by araree, famous for making leather cases.

The metallic buttons that go well with the leather stand out even more.

Typoskin is a liquid silicone case that boasts a soft touch that makes you want to keep touching it.

it gets dirty. The polycarbonate frame inside the silicone serves to further protect the smartphone.

This is a polycarbonate (PC) case with an attractive luxurious matte color, Aero. Precisely 
designed camera hole and speaker hole enhance usability.

including TPU hinge cover.



Core is araree's premium tempered glass lineup.
The 9H hardness tempered glass, which is not easily scratched, will provide satisfaction when 
you use your smart device.
Experience araree's premium tempered glass, which has high transmittance so you can see 

glare when viewing the screen.
Core lineup also has a C sub-core that protects the camera and an IDcore designed with 

must-have product for you who care about your smartphone.

It is popular with Galaxy users because it covers the curved display without any problems.

Experience Pure Skin, which protects the back of your device from scratches.



Mustang Diary is a steady seller, handmade leather folio case lineup inspired by the mustang's wool 
texture.
It reproduces the texture of the mustang as it is, so it is characterized by luxurious and soft touch, and 
the practical multipurpose pocket provided in the inside of folio part is one of the attractive point.

smartphone at the most suitable angle for watching videos.
The structure that completely covers both sides of the device stands out with a chic urban 
atmosphere.



You can also experience the synergy of  TPU and PC through the silicone strap case “Boat” 
designed inspired by the movement of a lifeboat.
This case covers the back of the device with transparent and durable polycarbonate (PC) 
material that does not discolor, and TPU material, which is excellent for shock absorption, is 
placed on the border. Experience Duple, which combines the advantages of two materials.

Ring diary and Canvas diary are cases designed for the convenience of Galaxy Z Flip users.
Various unique colors increase the user's options.
Carry your device more conveniently like a crossbody bag or hanging it like a ring.



ERGO is araree's lineup of cradles that can hold tablets, laptops, and smartphones according to 
your eye level.
Take care of the right posture and health.
With Cling M, you can enjoy convenient MagSafe charging on your Galaxy smartphone.
Experience A50MS, the light and slim MagSafe Powerbank.

Experience araree’s great craftsmanship with the airdome, which boasts a chic look by adding a 
bold pattern to TPU, a shockabsorbing material that provides a high level of protection, and the
Air Slot, a card slot case with a light and sleek design.



A high-performance smartphone needs a high-performance charger that matches it.
Charge your laptop quickly and conveniently with the Renergy multicharger and cable.

Make everyday life more convenient with araree!
You can show your personality with araree's own strap.



www.facebook.com/arareekorea

www.instagram.com/arareekorea
www.instagram.com/araree_global

www.youtube.com/@araree

www.araree.co.kr
www.araree.com

overseas@kdlab.kr
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